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Second Quarter 

April, May, June 2021 

 

 

Issue: Local News 

 

LAKELAND NEWS (30min.) (Local production) 

Weekly, Monday – Friday at 10pm, repeats Tuesday – Saturday at 5:00, 5:30 & 6:30am. 

Lakeland News fills the void for local News in northern and central Minnesota. The program 

covers the activities, events and people of Lakeland PTV’s viewing area. Lakeland News also 

covers the weather and sports events of the area. 

 

Issue: Health, Healthcare and Welfare 

 

CLASSICAL STRETCH (30min.) 

Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays at 12:00pm 

Program promoting physical fitness and wellbeing through stretching. 

 

EXTRA LIFE: A SHORT HISTORY OF LIVING LONGER – 4 x 60 min series – May 11, 

18, 25 and June 1 at 7pm 

Discover the little-known story of the innovations in science and medicine that doubled the 

human lifespan in less than a century, and celebrate the unsung heroes of public health who 

believed change was possible and acted on it. 

 

Mysteries of Mental Illness – 4 x 60 min series – June 22 & 23 at 8pm & 9pm. 

Throughout history, we've grappled with difficult questions about mental illness: What causes it? 

How can it be treated? Explore the evolution of understanding and the dramatic attempts across 

generations to unravel the mysteries of mental illness. 

 

Frontline #3915 “The Healthcare Divide” – 60 min – 5/18/21 at 9pm. 

An investigation with NPR into growing inequities in American healthcare exposed by COVID-

19. How pressure for profit and uneven government support is widening the divide between rich 

and poor hospitals and endangering care for the most needy. 

 

Issue: Minnesota politics and legislature 
 

ALMANAC (60min.) 

Weekly, Fridays at 7pm 

A Minnesota focused public affairs program 

 

Capitol Report (30 min) Sundays at 10am  

Join Shannon Loehrke for Capitol Report, a weekly public affairs program featuring state policy 

makers’ perspectives on pressing state issues. 

 



Your Legislators – 60 minutes – Thursdays at 8pm beginning 1/7/21 – ending 5/20/21 

A weekly update from Pioneer Public TV.   Roundtable format show with Minnesota Legislators 

and the issues they are currently dealing with at the legislature in St. Paul. 

 

Almanac at the Capitol, 30 min. 

Weekly, Wednesdays at 10:30pm beginning 1/6/21 – ending 5/19/21 

Produced by TPT, this is a weekly update of events and people at the state capitol. 

 

MN Channel Legislative Coverage – Beginning 1/5/21 – ending 6/31/21 (special session) 

The MN Channel provides gavel to gavel coverage of the Minnesota State Legislature when in 

session. Lakeland’s MN Channel is available over the air on channel 9.6 in the Bemidji area, 

channel 22.6 in the Brainerd area, and on many cable systems throughout north central 

Minnesota. 

 

Issue: Minnesota and regional interests, living, and history 

 

COMING TO MNI SOTA – 60 min – 6/26/21 at 7pm. 

COMING TO MNI SOTA explores the conflicts, contradictions and solidarity among the 

millions who have moved to and through the North Star State. By examining these intertwining 

narratives, this hour-long documentary film reveals unique stories that lead to a greater shared 

understanding of this complex history, with themes and lessons that have been repeated  

throughout the country. 

 

STORIES I DIDN'T KNOW – 60 min – 4/12/21 at 9pm. 

In the hour-long documentary STORIES I DIDN'T KNOW, Rita Davern examines an ugly 

reality at the heart of a Minnesotan family legend. While her family members have always been 

proud to say that their ancestors once owned Pike Island, a beautiful piece of land in Minnesota, 

the story of its acquisition is far less glorious than its profitability. Rita's attempts to understand 

what happened and why leads her on a journey that requires facing the complicated legacy of 

westward expansion in the United States. 

 

Common Ground –  30 min. – Premieres Thursdays 7:00pm.   

Common Ground explores the unique people, places, and events that surround us here in North 

Central Minnesota.  Each week, we will take viewers on a journey of exploration into the diverse 

art, cultures, and history that help to shape and define our communities. New episode details 

listed below: 

 

#1210 – 4/29/21 

Kate Stumvoll shares her process making a customer favorite, chocolate agate caramels in her 

confectionery at Nisswa's Wildflower Chocolate. She shares not only the art but how her 

creations require an exact science. 

 

#1211- Pt. 1 – 5/6/21  

Through Bemidji Contra Dance, Wendy Greenberg brings traditional Contra Dance musicians 

from around the region to Bemidji's Headwaters School of Music and the Arts for monthly 



workshops with local musicians. The local musicians learn Contra Dance tunes and styles to be 

able to play for this living traditional dance form. Later that evening, people come from all 

around to the Rail River Folk School in Bemidji to enjoy learning and dancing to Wendy?s 

calling and rousing live music. 

  

#1212 – Pt. 2 – 5/13/21 

Through Bemidji Contra Dance, Wendy Greenberg brings traditional Contra Dance musicians 

from around the region to Bemidji's Headwaters School of Music and the Arts for monthly 

workshops with local musicians. The local musicians learn Contra Dance tunes and styles to be 

able to play for this living traditional dance form. Later that evening, people come from all 

around to the Rail River Folk School in Bemidji to enjoy learning and dancing to Wendy?s 

calling and rousing live music. 

 

#1213 – 5/20/21  

Jay Solberg of the Clearbrook/Gonvick area invites us into his pumpkin patch where he carefully 

grows an enormous pumpkin to compete with his peers and neighbors. 

 

 

Lakeland Currents – 30 min. – Fridays at 8pm beginning 1/8/21. 

Conversation with local leaders, citizens, and experts about the issues and events that affect 

central and northern Minnesota.   New episode details listed below: 

 

#1424 – 4/2  

A conversation with the Minnesota DNR about their Fisheries program. Our guest is Henry 

Drewes, Regional Fisheries Manager in Bemidji. 

 

#1425 – 4/9 

Ending Human Trafficking in our region and beyond. Our guest is Jessica Burkhamer, from the 

Rising Hope Foundation. 

 

#1426 – 4/16 

Host Jason Edens and retiring Lakeland PBS President & CEO Bill Sanford discuss the 

numerous changes at the station over the past 30 years, and look ahead at the future of public 

media here in northern and central Minnesota. 

 

#1427 – 4/23 

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens for a conversation with members of the Beltrami Area 

Resiliency Team regarding their "100 Cups of Coffee" project. The goal of 100 Cups of Coffee 

is to expand the network of community members who provide input on community direction and 

then to unite this expanded network of people to implement ideas. 

 

#1428 

Beer Bubble or Beer Boom: What's on tap at our craft breweries in northern Minnesota 

 

 

 



#1429 

Climate Change in Northern Minnesota: A conversation with Meteorologist Paul Douglas and 

State Climatologist Mark Seeley. 

 

 

Backroads – 30 minutes – new episodes premiere Thursdays at 7:30pm. 

A live music program featuring local musicians from across north central Minnesota on 

Lakeland PBS.  New episodes listed below: 

 

#2405 – 4/8/21 

Singer & songwriter Christian Wheeler performs at the Rail River Folk School in Bemidji, MN. 

 

#2406 – 4/15/21 

Emerging indie artist Hannah Cooper has won or been nominated for numerous folk awards. 

While the singer/songwriter has earned comparisons to Joni Mitchell, her unique alternating use 

of piano and acoustic guitar accompaniment, lays the foundation for a fresh vibe that defies 

genre categorizations. 

 

#2407 – 6/3/21 

The Brothers Burn Mountain perform at the Rail River Folk School in Bemidji, MN. 

 

#2408 – 6/24/21 at 7pm – Pt. 1 

Boss Mama & The Jebberhooch perform at the Rail River Folk School in Bemidji, MN. 

 

#2409 – 6/24/21 at 7:30pm – Pt. 2 

Boss Mama & The Jebberhooch perform at the Rail River Folk School in Bemidji, MN. 

 

Issue: National government and politics 

 

PBS Newshour (60 min. newscast, Weekdays @ 6pm.) 

The PBS NewsHour continues to provide in-depth analysis of current events with a news 

summary, live interviews and discussions of domestic and international issues. 

 

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND, 30 min. 

Saturdays & Sundays at 6pm. 

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND features a summary of the day's national and international news, 

using renowned experts to offer analysis. Each weekend broadcast will contain original, in-depth 

field reporting on topics including education, healthcare, the economy, energy, science and 

technology, religion, finance and the arts. Hari Sreenivasan anchors. 

 

Washington Week, 30min. 

Weekly, Fridays at 8:30pm 

WASHINGTON WEEK, PBS's longest-running public affairs series, features Washington's top 

journalists analyzing the week's top news stories and their effect on the lives of all Americans. 

 



Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (30 min) Fridays at 9pm. 

Join author, activist and political commentator Margaret Hoover for a public affairs talk show 

that delivers a civil and engaging contest of ideas among the brightest minds and freshest voices 

from across the political spectrum. 

 

CRITICAL CARE: AMERICA VS. THE WORLD - PBS NEWSHOUR SPECIAL – 60 

MIN – 4/21/21 at 9pm. 

Examine the highs and lows of America's health care system, and travel to four other nations to 

see how they provide health coverage affordably and thoroughly, even in the face of the 

pandemic. 

 

PBS Newshour Special: State of the Union Address – 120 min – 4/28/21 at 8pm. 

The live coverage will include President Joe Biden's speech. 

 

 

Frontline #4002 “American Insurrection” – 90 min – 4/13/21 at 9pm. 

Investigating the rising threat of far-right violence in America. With ProPublica, exposing the 

individuals and ideologies behind a wave of crimes, culminating in the attack on the Capitol. 

 

Issue: World News & Events 

 

BBC World News America (series, 30 min) Weekdays at 5:30pm 

BBC WORLD NEWS AMERICA delivers coverage and analysis of international events and 

issues with a fresh perspective, connecting the dots between the United States and the world. 

Matt Frei and Katty Kay serve as series anchors. 

 

BBC World News (series, 30 min) Weekdays at 10:30pm 

BBC WORLD NEWS: The latest global news from the world's largest news broadcaster. The 

newscasts contain all the most up-to-date news, interviews, analysis, business reports and world 

sports news. 

 

Amanpour and Company – (60 min, series) Monday through Friday at 11:00pm. 

Christiane Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth conversations with global thought leaders and 

cultural influencers on the issues and trends impacting the world each day, from politics, 

business and technology to arts, science and sports. 

 

Prince Philip: A Royal Life – A PBS Newshour special report – 60 min – 4/12/21 at 8pm. 

Explore Prince Philip's life, legacy, and his influence within the royal family, across the United 

Kingdom and around the world. 

 

Frontline #3912 “The Virus that Shook the World” – 120 min – 4/26/21 at 8pm. 

Living the year of the pandemic, filmed around the world, from lockdowns to funerals to 

protests. Using extensive personal video and local footage, how people and countries responded 

to the virus, across cultures, race, faith and privilege. 

 



 

Frontline #4003 “The Jihadist” – 60 min – 6/1/21 at 9pm. 

A powerful Syrian militant called a terrorist by the U.S. seeks a new relationship with the West. 

In his first interview with a Western reporter, former al Qaeda commander abu Mohammed al 

Jolani says his fight is with Assad, not the U.S. 

 

Frontline #4004 “GERMANY'S NEO-NAZIS & THE FAR RIGHT” – 60 min – 6/29/21 at 

9pm. 

Investigating the rise of far-right extremism and violence in Germany.How extremists have 

carried out terror plots and attacks on Jews and migrants, infiltrated the security services, and 

what authorities are doing to confront the growing problem. 

 

Issue: War, Veterans, National Security 

 

My Grandparent’s War – 4 x 60 min series – April 4, 11, 18, 25 at 7pm. 

Follow leading Hollywood actors as they re-trace the footsteps of their grandparents and learn 

how World War II changed the lives of their families and the world. 

 

Rise of the Nazi’s – 3 x 60 min series – May 2, 9, 16 at 7pm. 

See how Adolf Hitler and the Nazis rise to power. In 1930, Germany is a liberal democracy. Just 

four years later, democracy is dead, Germany's leader is a dictator and the government is in the 

hands of the Nazis. 

 

NATIONAL MEMORIAL DAY CONCERT 2021 – 90 min – 5/30/21 at 7pm. 

Tune in to the 32nd annual broadcast of America's national night of remembrance, honoring the 

military service of all our men and women in uniform, their families, and those who have made 

the ultimate sacrifice for our country. 

 

I DANCED FOR THE ANGEL OF DEATH - THE DR. EDITH EVA EGER STORY – 60 

min – 4/5/21 at 9pm. 

In I DANCED FOR THE ANGEL OF DEATH - THE DR. EDITH EVA EGER STORY, Edie 

recounts her remarkable story of survival as a prisoner at Auschwitz and her struggles with 

survivor's guilt. Edie and her husband came to the U.S. in 1949, and Edie would later go on to 

receive a psychology degree from the University of Texas. In the film,Edie examines how her 

ongoing work with patients has helped her grow and heal. 

 

People’s Protectors – 60 min – 5/29/21 at 9pm. 

Meet four Native American veterans who reflect on their experiences in the military during the 

Vietnam War and how their communities helped them carry their warrior legacy, even as they 

struggled with their relationship to the U.S. government. 

 

 

 

 

 



Issue: Economy and Business 
 

BBC WORLD NEWS (30min.)  

Weekday afternoon at 5:30pm, weekday evenings at 10:30 pm  

BBC WORLD NEWS: The latest global news from the world's largest news broadcaster. The 

newscasts contain all the most up-to-date news, interviews, analysis, business reports and world 

sports news. 

 

Wealthtrack with Consuelo Mack – (30 min) – Mondays at 5am 

Consuelo Mack WealthTrack is a weekly half hour series devoted to providing trustworthy, 

understandable advice about how to build and protect wealth over the long-term. One of the most 

experienced business journalists in television, Consuelo Mack consistently attracts experts at the 

highest levels, bringing the best minds in the business to explore building and protecting long-

term wealth. Wide-ranging topics -- including green investing, alternative energy, and insurance 

-- cover all the investments viewers care about: stocks,bonds real estate, art and collectibles. 

Every episode ends with a personal finance Action Point to help viewers manage their financial 

lives. 

 

Frontline #3814 “Plastic Wars” – 60 min – 5/11/21 at 9pm. 

Did the plastic industry use recycling to sell more plastic? As the industry has been expanding 

and the crisis of ocean pollution growing,FRONTLINE and NPR investigate the fight over the 

future of plastics. 

 

 

Issue: Minorities/Civil Rights 

 

TULSA: THE FIRE AND THE FORGOTTEN – 90 min – 5/31/21 at 8pm. 

Learn about the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre, on the 100th anniversary of the crime, and how the 

community of Tulsa is coming to terms with its past, present and future. 

 

JIM CROW OF THE NORTH – 60 min – 5/10/21 at 9pm. 

The hour-long documentary JIM CROW OF THE NORTH explores the origins of housing 

segregation, examining how racist real estate covenants set the stage for loan refusals, or 

redlining, in the U.S. The film also looks at the University of Minnesota's Mapping Prejudice 

Project,a research program that creates a visual representation of structural racism, informing 

current conversations around racial disparities. 

 

WARRIOR LAWYERS: DEFENDERS OF SACRED JUSTICE – 60 min – 5/24/21 at 9pm. 

'Warrior Lawyers' examines contemporary Native American Nation rebuilding through the 

personal stories of Native Attorneys, Tribal Judges and their colleagues. The documentary 

provides an overview of the major historical, legal, judicial and intertwining social issues 

shaping many Federally Recognized Native Nations today as well as reveals how culture and 

traditional values are effectively being utilized to face challenges and promote Sacred Justice. 

Long Description: 'Warrior Lawyers' examines contemporary Native American Nation 

rebuilding through the personal stories of Native Attorneys, Tribal Judges and their colleagues. 

The documentary provides an overview of the major historical, legal, judicial and intertwining 



social issues shaping many Federally Recognized Native Nations today as well as reveals how 

culture and traditional values are effectively being utilized to face challenges and promote 

Sacred Justice. More specifically, the topics addressed include: Tribal Sovereignty, Treaty 

Rights, the Violence Against Women's Act, Indian Child Welfare as well as Traditionally-based 

Tribal Courts such as Peacemaking and Healing to Wellness Drug Courts. This documentary will 

educate an audience of Native and non-Native viewers about the evolving narrative of American 

Indians and how their traditions and values can benefit mainstream society too. 

 

Native Report – 30 min, series – Sundays at 10:30pm 

Native Report is an entertaining, informative magazine style series that celebrates Native 

American culture and heritage, listens to tribal elders, and talks to some of the most powerful and 

influential leaders of Indian Country today. The series is attractive to both a general and tribal 

audience, promoting understanding between cultures,tribes and reservations...offering a venue 

for the stories of challenge and success coming from Minnesota's tribal communities... and 

educating public television viewers about the culture and traditions of native citizens. Native 

Report is hosted by Stacey Thunder, an enrolled member of the Red Lake Nation, and co-hosted 

by Tadd Johnson who is an enrolled member of the Bois Forte Band of Chippewa. The Native 

Report season consists of fifteen episodes. Another fifteen episodes are planned next year which 

will include stories from Minnesota and Wisconsin native communities. 

 

Category:        Minorities/Civil Rights 

NOLA:            MLNH  013220 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:   Episode 220 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/4/2021 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:06:18 

 

A year and a half after the police killing of Breonna Taylor during a raid of her home, no one has 

been charged in her death. Now her life, death, and the larger questions they raise about policing, 

and the value of Black lives in America, are being explored in a new exhibition in her 

hometown. Jeffrey Brown has the story for our ongoing arts and culture series, CANVAS. 

 

 

Category:        Minorities/Civil Rights 

NOLA:            MLNH  013223 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:   Episode 223 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2021 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:06:10 

 



Amna Nawaz speaks to Russell Jeung, a co-founder of the Stop AAPI Hate group and a 

professor of Asian American studies at San Francisco State University, about a growing and 

disturbing trend — a rise in hateful acts from slurs to physical violence — against Asian 

Americans and people of Pacific Islander descent. 

 

 

 

Issue: Women’s Issues 

 

“To the Contrary” 30 minute weekly series  

Mondays at 5:30am. 

This weekly news analysis program is the only woman-centered national news/talk show on 

television. Dedicated to the premise that women of all ethnic backgrounds and political 

persuasions are an important part of the national dialogues, the series provides a platform for the 

multifaceted views of involved, informed women journalists and commentators. Topics range 

from women's health to family issues to women in the workplace, the environment, women in 

finance and education. 

 

American Masters #3403 “Amy Tan: Unintended Memoir” – 120 min – 5/3/21 at 8pm. 

Explore the life of the groundbreaking author of "The Joy Luck Club" in this intimate portrait. 

Archival imagery, home movies, photographs,animation and original interviews create a vivid, 

colorful journey through Tan's inspiring life and career. 

 

Category:        Women 

NOLA:            NOVA  004803 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Picture a Scientist 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2021 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS-NPS 

Format:          Documentary 

Segment Length:  00:00:00 

 

Women make up less than a quarter of STEM professionals in the United States, and numbers 

are even lower for women of color. But a growing group of researchers is exposing longstanding 

discrimination and making science more inclusive. 

 

 

 

Issue: Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 

 

Philly D.A. – 8 x 60 min series – Tuesdays at 8pm beginning 4/20/21. 

Go inside the emotional, high stakes work that Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner and 

an ensemble of idealistic outsiders from different walks of life take on as they attempt a 

fundamental overhaul of an entrenched criminal justice system. 

 



RACE MATTERS: AMERICA AFTER GEORGE FLOYD – 60 min – 5/25/21 at 9pm. 

Take a look at what has changed, and what hasn't, since the outrage and protests of last summer, 

focusing on Minneapolis as well as several other communities around the country that have also 

seen protests, police killings and hate crimes. 

 

Category:        Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 

NOLA:            AMEX  002904 

Series Title:    American Experience 

Episode Title:   Ruby Ridge 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/13/2021 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          Documentary 

Segment Length:  01:00:00 

 

Examine the 1992 FBI siege at Ruby Ridge that helped launch the modern militia movement 

through eyewitness accounts, including Randy Weaver’s daughter and federal agents involved in 

the deadly confrontation. 

 

 

Issue: Science/Technology 

 

Mr. Tornado: American Experience #3208 – 60 min – 6/29/21 at 8pm. 

Meet pioneering meteorologist Ted Fujita, who transformed our understanding of tornados. His 

technological advancements saved lives and helped Americans prepare for and respond to 

dangerous weather phenomena. 

 

Nova #4809 “Ship that Changed the World” – 60 min – 6/2/21 at 8pm. 

Historians explore the major evolution that overturned traditional ship designs five centuries ago. 

 

Nova #4805 “Fighting for Fertility” – 60 min – 5/12/21 at 8pm. 

What causes infertility, and how can assisted reproductive technologies help? Follow the 

journeys of people navigating fertility challenges from structural inequalities and racism to 

falling sperm counts, egg freezing, and IVF. 

 

Human – 6 x 60 min series – Wednesdays at 9pm beginning 5/5/21. 

Explore the incredible universe inside each and every one of us. An examination of diverse 

personal stories from around the world reveals how our lives, passions and goals are powered by 

the amazing systems that define our biology as a species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Issue: American History/Biography 

 

Hemingway – 3 x 60 min series – April 5, 6, 7 at 7pm. 

Hemingway, yearning for adventure, volunteers for the Red Cross during World War I. He 

marries Hadley Richardson and moves to Paris, publishes The Sun Also Rises and finds critical 

and commercial success with his second novel, A Farewell to Arms. 

 

American Oz: American Experience #3304 – 120 min – 4/19/21 at 8pm. 

Explore the life of L. Frank Baum, the man behind one of the most beloved, enduring and 

quintessential American classics. The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, published in 1900, has been 

reinterpreted through the generations in films, books and musicals. 

 

American Experience #3305 “Billy Graham” – 120 min – 5/17/21 at 8pm. 

Explore the life of one of the best-known and most influential Christian leaders of the 20th 

century. An international celebrity by age 30, he built a media empire, preached to millions 

worldwide, and had the ear of tycoons, presidents and royalty. 

 

 

Issue: Education 

 

Category:        Education 

NOLA:            MLNH  013229 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:   Episode 229 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/17/2021 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:03:40 

 

It's been an incredibly difficult school year for millions of educators and students in America. 

Some had to put their education on hold and their health at risk. “Disrupted: How COVID-19 

Changed Education” is a special from Student Reporting Labs — our youth journalism program 

for teens. Student reporter Yeonseo Seok from Westview High School in San Diego, California, 

previews the special. 

 

 

Category:        Education 

NOLA:            MLNH  013231 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:   Episode 231 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2021 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:03:12 



 

This week we’ve been looking at how the pandemic affected students, their lives and their 

learning. Tonight we hear from teachers. These voices are part of “‘DISRUPTED’ — How 

COVID Changed Education,” a special report from the PBS NewsHour Student Reporting Labs 

network of high school journalism programs across the country. 

 

 

Category:        Education 

NOLA:            PNWE  001493 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Episode Title:   Episode 93 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2021 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review 

Segment Length:  00:08:01 

 

The age wave of Americans 50 and older has been sweeping across college campuses for both 

personal and professional reasons. After a lifetime of work, these older adults are now catching-

up on missed educational opportunities. NewsHour Weekend special correspondent, Mike Cerre 

reports from Berkeley, California. 

 

Category:        Education 

NOLA:            MLNH  013239 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:   Episode 239 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/31/2021 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:06:28 

 

Educators around the country are looking ahead to next fall, with most districts planning to bring 

students back in the building full-time. But many districts aren't ditching virtual learning entirely. 

Flora Reichanadter, the superintendent of schools at the Metropolitan School District of Pike 

Township in Indianapolis, plans to allow distance learning. She joins Amna Nawaz to discuss 

that choice. 

 

 

Category:        Employment 

NOLA:            PNWE  001487 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Episode Title:   Episode 87 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/1/2021 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 



Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review 

Segment Length:  00:11:11 

 

For decades, manufacturers in the U.S. have warned of a massive skills gap: There just aren't 

enough new skilled workers to make up for older ones who are retiring. In this installment of our 

series, "Roads to Recovery," NewsHour Weekend’s Christopher Booker reports from 

Connecticut on how the pandemic has accelerated a push to improve and expand job training for 

the state's large manufacturing workforce. 

 

 

Issue: Environment/Nature 

 

GRETA THUNBERG: A YEAR TO SAVE THE PLANET – 3 hours – 4/22/21 at 7pm. 

Travel with the world's best-known climate activist as she takes her fight to a global stage. With 

unique access, the series follows Greta over an extraordinary year as she embarks on a mission to 

ensure world leaders work to limit global warming. 

 

Life at the Waterhole – 3 x 60 min series – May 19, 26 and June 2 at 7pm. 

Explore the daily drama as African wildlife flock to a manmade waterhole rigged with cameras. 

Dr. M. Sanjayan and his team uncover the complex dynamic of this bustling oasis where 

elephants, lions, leopards and more meet and compete for water. 

 

THE WEST IS BURNING – 60 min – 4/6/21 at 9pm. 

THE WEST IS BURNING focuses on the state of forests in the western U. S., and examines the 

history of forest management and litigation that has contributed to the current conditions and the 

catastrophic fires plaguing the region. The film also explores the critical need for 

interdisciplinary approaches to forest restoration, and looks at how local stakeholders are coming 

together to better manage and steward the land. 

 

FROZEN OBSESSION – 60 min -  5/22/21 at 7pm. 

Climate change is a critical scientific and social issue that confronts today's world. Nowhere are 

the consequences of a warming climate more pronounced and observable than in the Polar 

Regions. The documentary FROZEN OBSESSION follows the 18-day, 2,000-mile Northwest 

Passage Project expedition through the stunningly beautiful and extreme Canadian Arctic 

Archipelago aboard the Swedish research icebreaker Oden. During the expedition, the Northwest 

Passage Project team studies water chemistry, microbiology, birds, mammals, and physical 

oceanography. As FROZEN OBSESSION bears witness to a dramatically changing Arctic, we 

gain a sobering assessment of what's at stake. But in a hopeful turn, the film also witnesses the 

exhilarating life-changing experiences of the students on this expedition, who represent the next 

generation of scientists and decision makers who will surely make a difference in the world. 


